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WANDERLUST / Art Destination

Secret Garden

Lazing in colourful hammocks, taking a dip in 
a pool and planting seeds in alphabet-shaped 
pots that spell out sentences in a tropical 

forest are hardly activities you’d associate with 
contemporary art spaces. Yet these are just a sample 
of the interactive art installations — by Hélio 
Oiticica, Neville d’Almeida, Jorge Macchi and 
Marilá Dardot — that are typical of Brazil’s Centro 
de Arte Contemporânea Inhotim. A fantasyland 
for art lovers, the botanical garden and art centre 
is the brainchild of mining magnate and collector 
Bernardo Paz. Instead of building a pristine private 
museum plastered with ‘Do not touch’ signs and 
barriers to keep guests at arm’s length from artwork, 
the multi-millionaire embedded some 700 works 
from his mammoth art collection amid the wild 
terrain of Brazil’s Atlantic Forest.

The 140-hectare park, opened in 2006, is located 
outside World Cup host city Belo Horizonte in 
the municipality of Brumadinho. Teeming with 
some 400 species of plants, the tropical garden 
is punctuated with futuristic pavilions and ever-
evolving installations by prominent Brazilian 
artists and international names. Just like the land 
artists of the 60s — such as Robert Smithson, who 
created a giant jetty using several tonnes of black 
rocks spiralling out onto Utah’s Great Salt Lake 
— artists at Inhotim create works that engage with 
and dramatically alter the surrounding landscape. 

In one clearing, for instance, sits Italian artist 
Giuseppe Penone’s near-surreal installation 
Elevazione, a life-like bronze tree that appears 
to hover mid-air with its roots dangling above 
the ground. A towering 10 metres in height, the 
manmade tree is supported by five indigenous 
trees that encircle the sculpture and, over time, will 
eventually come to envelop it. 

Inhotim in Brazil is a vast sculpture park scattered with 
pavilions and installations. Galeria Adriana Varejão (pictured 
right) houses works by the Brazilian artist of the same name. 
Image by Eduardo Eckenfels

A long walk south through wild terrain — 
including the Garden of Tropical Paths, a 
menagerie of palm trees, reflecting pools and 
aquatic plants — leads to Danish-Icelandic artist 
Olafur Eliasson’s Viewing Machine. The work is a 
giant rotatable kaleidoscope of sorts that reveals a 
hallucinatory version of the park.

Nearby is famed Japanese artist Yayoi Kusama’s 
Narcissus Garden spread across the rooftop of a 
low building. Originally shown during the 33rd 
Venice Biennale, the installation is composed of 
500 glistening steel spheres floating atop a body 
of water, its mirrored surface reflecting the sky and 
nearby plants. Sliding and rolling, it forms different 
compositions according to the wind and weather. 

Alongside the outdoor works are 19 pavilions 
occupied by different artists, many of which are 
architectural gems in their own right, such as 
the Galeria Lygia Pape by Thomaz Regatos and 
Maria Paz of local studio Rizoma Arquitetura. 
Devoted to the famed Brazilian artist Lygia Pape, 
the concrete building features sloping facades 
that look like origami paper folds. Accessible only 
through a small slit-like doorway, the interior is 
dark, but once visitors’ eyes adjust, an ethereal 
installation of taut gold threads pulled across the 
space in a geometric pattern stretches out before 
them. Streaming across diagonally, the illuminated 
threads are otherworldly light beams in the 
otherwise darkened structure. 

This subtle work evokes a sense of magic and 
wonder that is characteristic of Paz’s art centre. It 
is pieces like these that pluck you out of this world 
and plunge you down the rabbit hole. You arrive not 
in a playground or the vanity project of a wealthy 
man, but a utopian space open to all.
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Top: Edgard de Souza’s Untitled bronze nude sculptures are 
modelled after the artist’s own body. Image by Rossana Magri

Bottom: Galeria Cosmococa is an ambiguous structure made with 
local stone and a roof enveloped in grass that blurs the boundary 
between a building and its surrounds. Image by Marcelo Coelho

Top: Viewers can peer into Olafur Eliasson’s Viewing Machine 
for a psychedelic reinterpretation of Inhotim’s exotic landscape. 
Image by William Gomes

Bottom: Cildo Meireles’s Através is a maze of glass fragments, 
railings, curtains and everyday objects, and is one of the oldest 
works on display at Inhotim. Image by Daniela Paoliello 



Hélio Oiticica’s Magic Square # 5 sits amid Inhotim’s lush gardens, 
which boast more than 4,000 plant species. Image by Rossana Magri

Doug Aitken’s Sonic Pavilion is an immersive, site-specific work that sits inside a circular pavilion. 
To create the work, Aitken installed microphones in a 200-metre-deep well to capture the ethereal 
sounds of the earth, which are played in real time for visitors to the space. Image by Daniela Paoliello


